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Abstract
It is well known that urban areas near schools are often characterised by excessive motorised traffic, making access to school facilities difficult and dangerous on foot, especially for children. Increasing walkability of these areas can indeed lead to multiple benefits: safer streets, cleaner air, a more pleasant public space that encourages social uses and the adoption of healthier lifestyles. For these reasons, scientific literature has recently focused on school streets/squares, and their possible regeneration, also through tactical urbanism. Even Italian legislation have recently introduced the concept of “school zones”.

Methods and tools are, therefore, needed to delimitate these zones and assess their walkability and quality to select appropriate interventions.

Within this framework, the paper applies a GIS-based methodology to calculate a School Walkability Index (SWI), providing a score for catchment areas around schools. The method is applied in the 3-, 10- and 15-minute pedestrian isochrones around primary schools in Parma. Data to perform the walkability assessment have been collected through in-field inspections. This evaluation enables the identification of low walkability levels and punctual criticalities. The outcomes of the research can be helpful to public administrations engaged in improving school accessibility and the social vocation of the surrounding public spaces.
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1. Introduction

Already in 1975, traffic psychologist Stina Sandels concluded that ‘even the best road safety education cannot adapt a child to modern traffic, so traffic has to be adapted to the child’ (Sandels, 1975). And in 1996, the third edition of the Living and Walking in Cities Conference organised by the Centro Studi Città Amica (CeSCAm) at the University of Brescia already titled ‘Going to School’, addressing possible interventions to remodel the city looking at children safety to and around school areas (Busi & Ventura, 1996). Indeed, active mobility is a crucial strategy for encouraging children’s physical activity and wellbeing, as well as for supporting decarbonisation actions, but it requires supportive environments that allow children to walk safely and comfortably. The role of schools siting and street design and their effects on the potential to walk to school is well established in the literature (Aynaz Lotfata et al., 2023; Giles-Corti et al., 2011; Rodríguez et al., 2009; Thomas et al., 2022), and nowadays schools are still among the best locations to start street transformations.

As everybody could understand, children are the most important road users around schools and should be protected (Alam, 2022). It is well known that urban areas near schools are often characterised by car traffic congestion, especially at specific times of the day, causing inconvenience for children and their carers in terms of accessibility on foot, but also impacting the environment. This condition also prevents these urban spaces from being used for different purposes: social, educational, or recreational. Recent literature on the subject is increasingly focusing on school streets or school squares as ways to reinvent urban areas around school facilities, also considering tactical urban planning interventions, as those enhanced during the pandemic (City of Victoria, 2019; D’Amico, 2024; Lydon & Garcia, 2015; Hopkinson et al., 2021; Pileri et al., 2022; Sangalli & Pinzuti, 2021). Furthermore, as reminded by Bertolini (Bertolini, 2020), play streets, i.e., the temporarily closure of entire streets to motorised traffic to give children more space to play, are currently experiencing a revival in many parts of the world, usually as a result of citizen initiatives, with significant positive effects on physical activity, safety, social interaction, and social capital. Even in Italian legislation, particular emphasis has recently been placed on the issue. In fact, the “school zone” has been officially included within the Italian Street Code by the Legislative Decree n. 76/2020. This law recently defined “school zones” as urban areas close to school buildings, in which special protection for pedestrians and the environment is guaranteed, delimited along the access roads by appropriate start and end signs. Within this framework, this paper defines a School Walkability Index approach, that could be applied to priorities urban interventions on the road space around school areas. The index was applied to each road segment within pedestrian catchment areas around 21 primary schools in the city of Parma (Italy) to define a comprehensive pedestrian friendliness score of each analysed school catchment area.

The paper is structured as follows: section 2 presents the case study of Parma and the materials and methods applied to evaluate the School Walkability Index. Section 3 shows the results and provides a discussion in terms of quantitative and qualitative walkability assessment around the analysed schools, and finally section 4 concludes the work by presenting future research steps.

2. Materials and methods

2.1 The case study of primary schools in Parma

Parma is a medium-sized city located in the Emilia-Romagna Region, in the north of Italy. In 2023, the city counts 198,431 inhabitants, 8,605 of which are children in the primary school age (6-10 years old), and it is divided in 13 neighborhoods. For this analysis, 21 elementary schools were selected (Fig.1a), including all the primary schools located within the city (both public and private ones), except for primary schools located in
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the historical center (‘Oltretorrente’ and ‘Parma Centro’ neighborhoods), since walkability issues within the historic city presents specific peculiarities that could be addressed through more detailed approaches (see, i.a., Caselli et al., 2021). For each of the analysed schools, specific isochrones were defined considering a child walking at 3 km/h and adopting a GIS-based network analysis methodology (Caselli et al., 2021; Rossetti et al., 2020). Considered isochrones reflect a 3 min. – to define the closest urban area around the schools - 10 min. and 15 min. walking time to and from schools (Fig.1b) - values considered in the literature as optimal catchment areas for primary schools (Mercandino, 2006; ORL-ETH Zürich).

Fig.1 (a) Location of the 21 analysed primary schools within the neighbourhood of Parma; (b) example of the 3-, 10- and 15-minutes walking catchment areas for some of the schools (San Leonardo-Vicini, Micheli and Toscanini-Einaudi) (on the right)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Attribute</th>
<th>Qualitative evaluation</th>
<th>Quantitative evaluation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Pedestrian/Vehicle-allowed</td>
<td>Only pedestrians allowed/Vehicles allowed</td>
<td>P / V</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L1-Sidewalk provision</td>
<td>No/Only one side/Both side</td>
<td>-1/1/2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L2-Sidewalk width</td>
<td>No/ Only one side &gt;90cm &lt;1.50m/ Only one side &gt;1.50m/ Both side &gt;90cm &lt;1.50m/Both side &gt;1.50m</td>
<td>-1/0.5/1/1.5/2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L3-Ramps provision</td>
<td>Absent/ Present</td>
<td>-1/1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L4-Presence of obstacles</td>
<td>Present/ Absent</td>
<td>-1/1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L5-Surface maintenance</td>
<td>Poor/Good</td>
<td>-1/1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L6-Continuity</td>
<td>Absent/ Present</td>
<td>-1/1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L7-Presence of parking</td>
<td>Present/ Absent</td>
<td>-1/1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C1-Crossing provision</td>
<td>Absent/ Present</td>
<td>-1/1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C2-Access ramp provision</td>
<td>Absent/ Present</td>
<td>-1/1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C3-Crossing maintenance</td>
<td>Poor/Good</td>
<td>-1/1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C4-Crossing length</td>
<td>Excessive/Regular</td>
<td>-1/1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C5-Visibility</td>
<td>Poor/Good</td>
<td>-1/1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Tab.1 Selected attributes and related evaluation for the walkability assessment in the catchment areas of each analysed school

Within those isochrones, roads inspections were carried out to gather specific data on the pedestrian paths available and on their walkability levels. Detailed field inspections gathered information on each road segment within each isochrone, considering several infrastructural elements (e.g. road type; carriageway width, sidewalk provision and widths, presence of crossings, ramps, lightings, possible presence of obstacles, maintenance and paving factors, continuity), as well as factors related to the urban environment (e.g. buildings types, land uses, presence of public services and facilities) (Campisi et al., 2021; Ignaccolo et al., 2020; Lee et al., 2020; Torrisi et al., 2022). Each of these attributes was evaluated qualitatively and quantitatively,
attributing a numerical value according to the observed description of the considered attribute. The numerical value is lower if the condition of the attribute is negative, and vice versa. Tab.1 summarises the attributes used for the evaluation.

2.2 School Walkability Index (SWI)

To consider the characteristics detected along the pedestrian routes in an aggregate way, a global walkability index was calculated for both vehicular and pedestrian-restricted links. This index was defined as “School Walkability Index” (SWI), as it aims to assess walkability at the catchment areas of each analysed school. In fact, the numerical evaluation assigned to the considered attributes took this into account, i.e. the presence of parking is considered in a negative sense since it would be advisable to encourage soft mobility (i.e. walking and cycling) and discourage the use of private cars to take children to school, and moreover to stop in its immediate surroundings. The calculation of SWI for vehicular links was performed following Equation 1:

$$SWI_{vehic} = L_1 \cdot \left(1 + \frac{\sum_{n=2} L_n}{9}\right) + C_1 \cdot \left(1 + \frac{\sum_{n=2} C_n}{4}\right)$$

where the numbers 9 and 4 respectively correspond to the maximum values that links and crossings’ attributes can assume. Then, the obtained SWIs were normalised between 0 to 1.

The SWI for pedestrian links was considered equal to the maximum normalised value of 1, increasing it by 0.5 in the case of good surface maintenance.

3. Results and Discussions

This session reports the main results obtained for the analysed case study, presented through the elaboration of thematic maps. Using a GIS software, a spatial analysis was conducted with georeferenced data, linking the database of attributes to the road network graph through a joint based on the IDJ parameter, associated with each link.

Fig.2 Examples of thematic maps for the inspected road segments within the 3-, 10- and 15-minute isochrone from some of the considered schools. Each road segment is coloured according to sidewalk presence (left) and obstacles (right)
Fig. 2 shows just few of the possible thematic maps that could be developed with the collected data. The sidewalk provision is shown in Fig. 2 on the left: there is a small number of green links with the sidewalk on both sides and this happens above all passed the immediate surroundings (3-minute isochrone) of the school. The presence of obstacles is graphically shown in the Fig. 2 on the right: in the case of the San Leonardo - Vicini school, there is a greater presence of obstacles along the path. Then, the SWI was assessed for each road and pedestrian segments included in the 3-, 10- and 15-minutes catchment areas of the primary schools. Fig. 3 shows the obtained SWIs for each segment around some of the analysed schools. It evidently emerges in the zoom (on the right) low SWI values associated with the links around the schools of Verdi and Vigatto. In fact, near these two schools, located in peripheral and rural areas of the city it is possible to highlight that the sidewalk is not always present. Afterwards, calculating the arithmetic mean of the SWIs associated with each road and pedestrian segment within the considered isochrones, it was possible to obtain an overall evaluation of the walkability for the 3-, 10- and 15-minutes walking catchment areas of analysed schools (Fig. 4a and 4b).

A quantitative analysis of the obtained results was summarised in Tab. 2, reporting the SWIs for all the analysed school sites, for each of the three isochrone levels considered. On average, the number of schools with a low average SWI value is equal to 38% for the 3- and 10-minute isochrones and it rises to 43% for the 15-minute isochrones. Carrying out a global assessment for the three levels of isochrones, there is an equal distribution between the schools with the worst and best average SWI, in both cases equal to 3 schools.

Then, punctually analysing some schools, it is possible to highlight that in some cases redevelopment interventions would be needed in the immediate vicinity (i.e. Laura SanVitale and Martiri Cefalonia schools); instead, in other cases within the 3-minute isochrone the walkability is good, but moving to 10 and 15 minutes of walking distance the value of the average SWI becomes critical, making walking to the school difficult both in terms of comfort and safety (Fig. 5).

This happens, e.g., in the cases of the Anna Frank and Micheli schools, because the larger service areas (10- and 15-minute isochrone areas) either straddle a peri-urban zone or an obsolete residential area where pavements are not always present on streets, or these are not properly dimensioned.
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Fig. 4a Average normalised SWI in the 3-minute walking catchment areas around the analysed primary schools

Fig. 4b Average normalised SWI in the 10- (on the left) and 15- (on the right) minute walking catchment areas around the analysed primary schools
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### School name
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>School name</th>
<th>Average SWI 3 minutes</th>
<th>Average SWI 10 minutes</th>
<th>Average SWI 15 minutes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ALBERTELLI</td>
<td>1.27</td>
<td>0.72</td>
<td>0.70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ANNA FRANK</td>
<td>0.69</td>
<td>0.54</td>
<td>0.59</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BOTTEGO</td>
<td>0.72</td>
<td>0.60</td>
<td>0.64</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BOZZANI</td>
<td>0.33</td>
<td>0.28</td>
<td>0.30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CAMPANINISI</td>
<td>0.41</td>
<td>0.75</td>
<td>0.66</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CARIGNANO</td>
<td>0.60</td>
<td>0.67</td>
<td>0.59</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CORAZZA</td>
<td>0.74</td>
<td>0.73</td>
<td>0.56</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DON MILANI</td>
<td>0.67</td>
<td>0.69</td>
<td>0.68</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FOGNANO</td>
<td>0.49</td>
<td>0.42</td>
<td>0.44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LAURA SANVITALE</td>
<td>0.62</td>
<td>0.74</td>
<td>0.78</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MARTIRI CEFALONIA</td>
<td>0.56</td>
<td>0.69</td>
<td>0.69</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MICHELI</td>
<td>0.73</td>
<td>0.62</td>
<td>0.62</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PEZZANI - PUCCINI</td>
<td>0.72</td>
<td>0.72</td>
<td>0.67</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RACAGNI</td>
<td>0.78</td>
<td>0.72</td>
<td>0.70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RODARI</td>
<td>0.79</td>
<td>0.76</td>
<td>0.71</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S. ROSA - P.G.E. PORTA</td>
<td>0.37</td>
<td>0.66</td>
<td>0.65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SAN LEONARDO - VICINI</td>
<td>0.62</td>
<td>0.58</td>
<td>0.52</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TOSCANINI - EINAUDI</td>
<td>0.72</td>
<td>0.75</td>
<td>0.69</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VERDI</td>
<td>0.65</td>
<td>0.68</td>
<td>0.63</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VIGATTO</td>
<td>0.32</td>
<td>0.38</td>
<td>0.52</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ZERBINI</td>
<td>0.27</td>
<td>0.60</td>
<td>0.60</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Tab.2 Average SWI in the catchment areas of each analysed school

Average school walkability index in the 3-, 10- and 15-minute walking areas (schools Martiri Cefalonia, Laura Sanvitale and Anna Frank)

Fig.5 Average normalised SWI in the 3-, 10- and 15-minute walking catchment areas around some of the analysed primary schools that presents different walkability levels in the different isochrones

### 4. Conclusions

As reported in the literature, school zones (often addressed as school streets or school squares) have positive impacts on children, families, and the environment in general. Their delimitation, in conjunction with road re-
design (also through tactical urbanism) to solve walkability criticalities along the routes, could play a crucial role in boosting walking to schools. The proposed methodology provides an assessment of walking catchment areas around schools highlighting the most critical routes in terms of walkability index, where those kinds of interventions could be more successfully applied. Furthermore, the methodology could also allow the identification of punctual areas around schools where even smaller interventions can improve single walkability bottlenecks or obstacles (e.g. by removing single parking stalls and extending the sidewalk on the model of parklets (Campisi et al., 2022)). All these measures could boost the shift toward active mobility and respond to some of the challenges that contemporary cities are facing: i.a., environmental sustainability, energy transition, resilience, social inclusion and equity (Carpentieri et al., 2023; Carra et al., 2022; Costa & Delponte, 2024; Gargiulo et al., 2022; Papa et al., 2018; Spadaro et al., 2023; Tiboni et al., 2021; Tiboni & Rossetti, 2012; Tira et al., 2020).

The proposed methodology will be exploited, e.g. by considering how the length of each road segment could affect the overall walkability around the school. Further improvements could also involve some analysis of the perception of school pupils (e.g. through questionnaires or surveys), as also already partially done for some pilot primary schools in Parma (San Leonardo, Cocconi and Micheli schools) by the municipality, through the ‘Gamification’ experience developed in 2021 thanks to the URBACT project ‘Thriving Streets’.
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